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ABSTRACT

Transverse velocity vectors can be determined from a pair of images successively taken with a
time interval using an optical flow technique. We have tested the performance of the new technique
called NAVE (non-linear affine velocity estimator) recently implemented by Chae & Sakurai using real
image data taken by the Narrowband Filter Imager (NFI) of the Solar Optical Telescope (SOT) aboard
the Hinode satellite. We have developed two methods of estimating the errors in the determination
of velocity vectors, one resulting from the non-linear fitting σv and the other εu resulting from the
statistics of the determined velocity vectors. The real error is expected to be somewhere between σv

and εu. We have investigated the dependence of the determined velocity vectors and their errors on
the different parameters such as the critical speed for the subsonic filtering, the width of the localizing
window, the time interval between two successive images, and the signal-to-noise ratio of the feature.
With the choice of vcrit = 2 pixel/step for the subsonic filtering, and the window FWHM of 16 pixels,
and the time interval of one step (2 minutes), we find that the errors of velocity vectors determined
using the NAVE range from around 0.04 pixel/step in high signal-to-noise ratio features (S/N ∼ 10),
to 0.1 pixel/step in low signa-to-noise ratio features (S/N ∼ 3) with the mean of about 0.06 pixel/step
where 1 pixel/step corresponds roughly to 1 km/s in our case.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the development of high performance optical
flow techniques and the advent of seeing-free solar im-
ages of sub-arc second resolution, it has been possible
to determine transverse velocity vectors of moving fea-
tures on the Sun better than was done previously. Us-
ing synthetic images, Chae & Sakurai (2008) examined
the performance of three different methods — the tech-
nique of local correlation tracking (LCT), the differen-
tial affine velocity estimator (DAVE), and the nonlin-
ear affine velocity estimator (NAVE). As a result, they
found that the NAVE is superior to the other methods
in that they better detect subpixel motions, superpixels
motions, and nonuniform motions.

Solar images produced by the Solar Optical Tele-
scope (SOT, Tsuneta et al. 2008) aboard the Hinode
satellite (Kosugi et al. 2007) are quite suitable for the
determination of the transverse velocity field, for they
are free from the troublesome seeing and have high an-
gular resolution (0.2′′) and high cadence. Chae & Saku-
rai (2008) and Chae et al. (2008a) applied NAVE to
the magnetograms taken by the SOT using the Nar-
rowband Filter Imager (NFI). The same method was
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also applied to investigate flows in a prominence us-
ing Hα images taken by the same telescope (Chae et
al. 2008b). However, the probable errors in the deter-
mined velocity vectors have not been estimated.

We present how to estimate the probable errors in
the velocity vectors determined from the NFI magne-
tograms using NAVE. We have found that the errors
are sensitive to the data processing as well as the pa-
rameters of NAVE. Particularly important are the pre-
cise co-alignment of images and the suppression of the
effect of solar oscillations on images.

II. DATA PROCESSING

(a) Data

We use Stokes I and V images of AR 10930 that
were taken by the SOT using the NFI for about four
hours from 19:08 to 23:58 UT of 2006 December 11.
The NFI was tuned to -120 mÅ of the Fe Iλ6302.5 line.
The cadence of images was 120 s, and each image has
2048×1024 pixels of 0.16′′ size. The first step of data
processing is the subtraction of dark and bias from the
images, which was done using the standard procedure
(fg dark model.pro).
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(b) Removal of Cosmic Ray Hits

The removal of cosmic ray hits from images consti-
tutes an important step of data processing since images
taken in the space are often affected by such events.
Our method consists of two steps: detection and cor-
rection. If the absolute value of the Laplacian of the
logarithmic image values at a pixel is larger than a crit-
ical value defined by a prescribed size, the pixel and
its nearest pixels are determined to be contaminated
by a cosmic ray hit. This judgement is based on the
belief that none of the features that are naturally im-
aged by the telescope can be sharper than the point
spread function, and sharper features represent cosmic
ray hits. The values at these pixels are replaced by the
mean values of their neighborhoods. Since the neigh-
boring pixels may also be contaminated by cosmic ray
hits, the replacement procedure is iterated a few times.

(c) Image alignment

Stokes I and V images are spatially co-aligned in a
few steps. First, the pointing direction of the telescope
recorded in the headers of data files is used to transform
every image with a given reference point as if this point
is located at the center of the solar disk. This process
tracks the reference point using the standard rate of
solar rotation at the corresponding latitude. This first
step is not perfect, however, so that the images may be
misaligned one another by up to 10 pixels.

The second step is to align the images using the off-
set pixel values determined by maximizing the cross
correlation of the V image and a reference V image.
The image taken at the middle of the sequence is cho-
sen as the reference image. The value of the maximum
cross correlation and the accuracy of the alignment de-
crease with the time interval between an image and the
reference image. The alignment error may be up to a
few pixels. At this stage, we save the co-aligned V/I
images into a file.

The final step of alignment is carried out after the
sub-region of interest is chosen and the subsonic fil-
tering explained below is performed. We use the first
sub-image of V/I as the reference, and the second sub-
image is aligned to the reference using the technique
of cross correlation. Then this image becomes the ref-
erence and the third image is aligned to this new ref-
erence, and so on. This final step leads to the finest
alignment with sub-pixel accuracy.

(d) Subsonic Filtering

The subsonic filtering (Title et al. 1989) suppresses
the power of the Fourier components in the spacetime
that has a phase speed faster than a given value vcrit.
We apply this filtering to sub-images representing re-
gions of the field of view since the three-dimensional
Fourier transform necessary for the filtering requires
much computing time and lots of computer memory.
For our purpose we selected one region of 512×512 pix-

els representing sunspots.
The subsonic filtering is effective not only in reduc-

ing the effect of solar oscillations, but also in suppress-
ing the noise. We have selected four values of critical
values: vcrit =1, 2, 3 and infinite pixel/step. The last
choice is nothing but no filtering. Generally speaking,
the lower the critical speed is, the stronger the effect
is.

III. METHOD

(a) NAVE

The principle of the affine velocity estimator (AVE)
to be applied to solar magnetograms was presented by
Schuck (2005). The linear version (differential affine
velocity estimator, DAVE) was implemented by Schuck
(2006) and the non-linear version (NAVE) by Chae &
Sakurai (2008). The comparison of LCT, DAVE, and
NAVE was done by Chae & Sakurai.

Here we suppose that r ≡ (x, y) represents one of
the grids in a discrete kernel so that x and y should
have integer values, while R ≡ (X, Y ) does an arbi-
trary point on the plane so that X and Y can have
floating values. For a given pair of successive im-
ages F and S, the NAVE seeks the set of parameters
p ≡ (U0, V0, Ux, Uy, Vx, Vy) that minimizes the merit
function

χ2(R; p) ≡
∑

r∈W

[
g(r,R; p)
σ(r, R)

]2

G(r) (1)

at a position R where

g(r,R; p) ≡ S(R + r +
ξ

2
) e−ν/2 − F (R + r − ξ

2
) e+ν/2

(2)

ξ ≡
[

U0

V0

]
+

[
Ux Uy

Vx Vy

] [
x
y

]
(3)

ν ≡ −(Ux + Vy) . (4)

The parameter σ(r, R) represents the standard de-
viation of the probable error in g(r, R) resulting from
the noises in the two images F and S. For convenience,
we suppose it is independent of the position. Then we
have

σ2(r,R) = σ2
F + σ2

S (5)

where σF and σS represent the standard deviations of
noises in the two images, respectively.

The window function adopted for the present study
is

G(r) = exp
[− ln 2 · (|r|/h)2

]
(6)

with the half width at the half maximum h. The local
domain W is a square satisfying |x| ≤ 2h and |y| ≤ 2h.

The details of the minimization were given in Chae
& Sakurai (2008). The present work, however, uses the
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Fig. 1.— The spatial distribution of transverse velocity vectors. The used window function was inserted
at the upper left corner. The arrows inside the circle in the lower left corner have the same magnitude
(1 pxiel/step, or 0.97 km s−1), but have different directions expressed in different colors.

profile above while Chae & Sakurai used a top-hat pro-
file. Our experience indicates that the Gaussian profile
produces the parameters that are spatially smoother
than those produced with the use of the top-hat pro-
file.

The major output of NAVE is, of course, the velocity
vector

V = (
U0

∆t
,
V0

∆t
) (7)

defined at the position R and at the middle time be-
tween the two images F and S. The parameter ∆t
represents the time interval between the two images.
For convenience, we measure U0 and V0 in the unit of
pixel, and ∆t in the unit of time step, the smallest
time interval that can be taken between two images in
a sequence of images. In the present work, one pixel
corresponds to 115 km, one step to 120 s, and hence

one pixel/step to 0.97 km s−1.
The standard errors of (U0, V0, Ux, Uy, Vx, Vy) are

given by
√

Ckk (k = 0, 1, 2, .., 5) where Ckk represents
the k-th diagonal element of the inverse matrix of the
Hesssian matrix

αlm =
1
2

∂2χ2

∂pl∂pm
. (8)

The standard error of velocity vector is then given by

σv =
√

C00 + C11/∆t . (9)

Note that this error is proportional to the noise in the
data, so that it is important to provide a careful es-
timate of noise if σv is to be estimated. Besides, σv

is inversely proportional to the number of data points
in the domain W , so the larger the area for W is the
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Fig. 2a.— Variations of x and y coordinates of
a feature determined using raw data (critical speed
is infinite) and subsonic-filtered data (critical speeds
are 3, 2, and 1 pixel/step).

more precise the velocity measurement is as long as the
velocity field varies little inside the chosen domain.

(b) Tracking a Feature

Suppose a feature is located at Rk at the k-th time
step. We then ask where the feature goes in the (k+1)-
th step. The solution is simple, being given by

Rk+1 ≡ Rk + ∆Rk+1/2 (10)

provided the approximation

∆Rk+1/2 ≈ v(R
k+

1/2
, t

k+
1/2

)(tk+1 − tk) (11)

is good enough with

Rk+1/2 =
Rk + Rk+1

2
(12)

tk+1/2 =
tk + tk+1

2
. (13)
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Fig. 2b.— The same as in Fig.2a, but with a
different starting point.

The calculation of v(R
k+

1/2
, t

k+
1/2

) can be done using
the NAVE describe above. Since Rk+1/2 depends on
Rk+1, the solution is implicit and a few iteration is
required to calculate the solution.

(c) Error Estimate

Let V k+1/2 denote the calculated vector of v(Rk+1/2,
tk+1/2) using data, and nk+1/2 the accompanying error
so that we may write

V
k+

1/2
= v(R

k+
1/2

, t
k+

1/2
) + n

k+
1/2

. (14)

We suppose that the error is statistically random so
that its statistical average is zero. Then our task is to
determine its standard deviation given by ε ≡

√
〈|n|2〉.

The difference of velocity vector between two successive
times

∆V k ≡ V
k+

1/2
− V

k− 1/2
(15)
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Fig. 3.— Variations of ∆Vx (solid) and ∆Vy (dot-
ted) using unfiltered data and subsonic-filtered data
with critical speeds of 3, 2, and 1 pixel /step from
top to bottom.

is determined by the acceleration and the error super-
position

∆V k = ∆tak + n
k+

1/2
− n

k− 1/2
(16)

with ∆t ≡ (tk+1/2−tk−1/2). Suppose we have a number
of values of ∆Vk (k = 1, ..., N), and ak, nk+1/2, nk−1/2

are not correlated. Then it is possible to derive the
relation

〈|∆V − 〈∆V 〉|2〉 = ∆t2〈|a− 〈a〉|2〉+ 2〈|n|2〉 (17)

which gives the expression for an upper bound

εu =
(

1
2
〈|∆V − 〈∆V 〉|2〉

)1/2

(18)

than which the error ε is not greater. Note the differ-
ence between ε and εu becomes small when the accel-
eration little varies with time.
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Fig. 4.— Variations of x and y coordinates of
the feature determined using different widths of the
window.

IV. RESULTS

(a) Velocity Maps

Fig. 1 shows an example of a velocity map and its
error map. Used are one image of V/I taken at 20:08:41
UT of 2006 December 11 and the next image taken 2
minutes later. Subsonic-filtering with a critical speed
of 2 pixel/step was applied to these images. The stan-
dard noise in the difference between these two images is
estimated to be 0.0014. Only the velocity vectors with
standard errors smaller than 0.1 pixel/step are plotted
in the map of velocity vectors in the left. The mean of
the magnitudes of these vectors is 0.31 pixel/step, and
that of the corresponding errors is 0.059 pixel/step.

(b) Dependence on Subsonic Filtering

Subsonic filtering strongly affects the velocity deter-
mination in a few ways. Fig. 2a shows several La-
grangian trajectories determined using different sets of
data with different values of vcrit. They started from
the same point, but their destinations are a bit differ-
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Fig. 5.— Dependence of the errors on the width
of the window.

ent. The higher the vcrit is, the farther away the desti-
nation is. The average velocity vector is (-0.33, -0.24)
pixel/step in the case of raw data, and is (-0.29, -0.21)
pixel/step, for example, in the case vcrit=1 pixel/step.
The ratio of this speed to that is 0.88, suggesting the
possibility that the subsonic filtering may have resulted
in the underestimate of the average speed of a feature,
even if it moves at a slower speed than vcrit. We have
examined different starting points, and found that such
a effect is weaker in other cases. As can be seen from
Fig. 2b, the average speed is almost the same for the
different values of vcrit except for the case of vcrit=1
pixel/step. Therefore we think the systematic reduc-
tion of the average speed seen in Fig. 2a is not repre-
sentative, but exceptional. This situation seems to oc-
cur when too strong subsonic filtering washes out some
of faint real features. In this case, it may be neces-
sary to have vcrit high enough (e.g., ≥ 2 pixel/step) to
minimize such effect.

The advantage of subsonic filtering is well identified
in Fig. 3 showing the variations of ∆V (correspond-
ing to the case in Fig. 2a). It is clear from the figure
that the subsonic filtering reduces the amplitudes of the
fluctuations in ∆V . The values of εu (defined in Eq.
18) are 0.328, 0.098, 0.058, and 0.026 pixel/step for
vcrit = inf, 3, 2, 1 pixel/step, respectively. These may
be compared with the values of the standard error σv

(defined in Eq. 9): 0.050, 0.039, 0.033, 0.022 pixel/step.
In the case of raw data, εu is much larger than σv while
these are very close to each other in the case of vcrit = 1
pixel/step. This contrast implies that the large am-
plitude fluctuation of velocity in the case of the raw
data is mostly due to non-noisy signals which we think
are artifacts in magnetograms that are induced by the
solar oscillation. The application of subsonic filtering
reduces, if not suppress, the systematic effects of the
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Fig. 6.— Variations of x and y coordinates of the
feature determined using different time intervals.

solar oscillation as well as the random effect of noise.
Note that the subsonic filtering, however, can not fully
remove the systematic effect of solar oscillations. For
example, the strong correlation between ∆Vx and ∆Vy

(with the correlation coefficient of 0.72 in the case of
vcrit = 2 pixel/step ) indicates that the fluctuations are
not due to the noise, but are mostly due to the oscil-
lation of about 14 min period. We also find that the
period of the highest power oscillation mode shifts to
a longer value when a smaller value of vcrit is adopted.
For example, the dominant period of ∆V fluctuation
is 4.6 min in the raw data, and 7 min in the case of
vcrit = 3 pixel/step.

What would then be the optimal value of vcrit among
the four values? We choose 2 pixel/step (1.9 km s−1)
because it is above the speeds of most photospheric fea-
tures and we think it can reduce the effect of oscillation
reasonably well. With this choice, we find that the es-
timated error is smaller than εu = 0.06 pixel/step in
the case considered in Figs. 2 & 3.
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(c) Dependence on The Width of The Window

We have tracked the same feature that in the pre-
vious section using the data subsonic filtered with 2
pixel/step and using different values of the width. It
can be seen from Fig. 4 that if FHWM is too big (see
the cases of 32 and 64 pixels), the speed may be sys-
tematically underestimated even though the trajecto-
ries look smooth. On the other hand, a too small value
(see the case of 4 pixel) may yield a highly fluctuating
trajectory which even may have a systematically un-
derestimated average speed. Thus Fig. 4 suggests that
either 8 or 16 pixels is better than the others.

Fig. 5 clearly shows that both the theoretical stan-
dard error σv and the empirical error bound εu decrease
with the width of the window. In the previous section,
we already mentioned that εu is bigger than σv because
of the effect of solar oscillation. In the present case, the
ratio of εu to σv is about 1.7. The real error may be
between σv and εu. It can be seen from the figure that
both σv and εu tend to be inversely proportional to the
FWHM of the window. This is consistent with our ex-
pectation that the errors are inversely proportional to
the square root of the number of data points involved
in the model fitting as can be inferred from Eqs. (1),
(8), and(9).

(d) Dependence on The Time Interval

Fig. 6 shows that the trajectory of the feature is not
sensitive to the time interval between two images. Note
that the subsonic-filter data with vcrit=2 pixel/step
were used and the FWHM of the window was set to
16 pixels. There is only a weak trend that the longer
the time interval is, the higher the speed is, implying
that the use of the longer time intervals is a little better
for the tracking of the feature.
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Fig. 8.— Dependence of the errors on the sginal-
to-noise ratio of the feature.

Fig. 7 shows the dependence of the errors on the
time interval. We find that the variation of εu looks
much different from that of σv. This is partly because
εu increases with ∆t when ∆t becomes large enough
because of the non-negligible effect of acceleration as
can be seen from Eq. (17) while σv is not subject to
the effect of acceleration and decreases with ∆t as can
be seen from Eq. (9). For this reason, we think that
σv may be closer to the real error than εu, and that the
error in the velocity decreases with ∆t.

Let’s understand how the time interval affects the
measurement of the velocity of a feature. Provided that
the feature does not change except for displacement,
the NAVE technique can measure the super-pixel dis-
placement – displacement bigger than one pixel — at
the accuracy of an almost constant fraction of one pixel
(Chae & sakurai 2008). Therefore, the error in the ve-
locity is inversely proportional to the time interval so
that the longer time interval is preferred to the shorter
one. The feature shown in Fig. 5 moves at a speed of
about 0.4 pixel/step. If the time interval of 8 step is
chosen, the displacement during the time interval be-
comes about 3.2 pixel, which represents a super-pixel
displacement. In principle, the error should be reduced
by a factor of 8. However, the reduction factor seen
from the variation of σv in Figure 7 is about 2.6, a
value much smaller than 8. The discrepancy may be
attributed to the breakdown of the assumption that
the feature does not change. During the time interval
of 8 step (16 min), the feature may have changed a lot,
which may become another source of error in the deter-
mination of velocity. In reality, the time interval should
be short enough to guarantee the near-constancy of a
feature.
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(e) Dependence on The Signal-to-Noise Ratio
of The Feature

The error in the measurement of velocity of a feature
depends on its signal-to-noise ratio. It goes without
saying that a conspicuous feature can be better tracked
than a low-contrast feature for given noise. We define
the signal as the standard deviation of a magnetogram
inside a square region surrounding the center of the
feature. The side of the square is set to the FWHM of
the window. When a series of magnetograms are used,
the average of the standard deviation is taken over the
Lagrangian trajectory of the feature as a representative
value of the feature.

Fig. 8 shows the values of σv and εu versus the
signal-to-noise ratios for ten selected features. We have
used the subsonic filtered data with vcrit = 2 pixel/step,
and the time interval of one step, and the FWHM of
the window of 16 pixels. The two enclosing squares
indicate the feature we have investigated so far (see
Figs. 2-7). We find that this feature has the highest
signal-to-noise ration among the selected ones.

It is obvious from Fig. 8 that the error tends
to decrease with the signal-to-noise ratio of the fea-
ture. The lowest-contrast features (S/N ∼ 3) have the
errors about 0.1, while the highest-contrast features
(S/N ∼10) have the errors of about 0.04 pixel/step,
with the errors being more or less inversely propor-
tional to the signal-to-noise ratios.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

We have tested the performance of the optical flow
technique called non-linear affine velocity estimator
(NAVE) using real data taken by the NFI of the SOT
aboard the Hinode satellite. Specifically we have es-
timated the typical error in the velocity vectors deter-
mined using the NAVE. The present work complements
our previous one (Chae & Sakurai 2008) that was based
on simulated data.

We have proposed two independent methods of er-
ror estimation. One is to use the inverse of the Hes-
sian matrix. The standard error σv that is obtained by
this method is proportional to the noise in the data, so
it is very important to estimate the noise. The other
method is to use the statistics of velocity vectors ob-
tained at different times while tracking a feature. The
running differences of the velocity vectors are used to
determine the upper bound of the standard deviation of
the error εu. Either if the time interval is short enough
or if the feature moves at a constant velocity with a
negligible acceleration, εu is a good proxy for the er-
ror. Usually εu is larger than σv, and the real error is
expected to be somewhere between these two values.

Our results may be summarized as follows.

1. We confirmed that the subsonic filtering is effec-
tive in suppressing high-frequency fluctuations in
the transverse velocity vectors. Solar oscillations

affect the magnetograms taken by SOT/NFI so
that velocity vectors determined from raw magne-
tograms have fluctuations as high as a few tenth
of pixel/step, which is comparable to the speeds
of true motion. The characteristic of the subsonic
filtering depends on the critical speed chosen. The
lower the critical speed is, the lower the amplitude
and frequency of the fluctuation are. On the other
hand, we find that the subsonic filtering may re-
sult in a systematic underestimation of the speed
of a feature in some cases if the cut-off speed is
too low. Therefore an optimal value of the critical
speed is determined from a compromise between
these two constraints. In the present study, the
true speed appears to be lower than 1 pixel/step,
and the value of 2 pixel/step may be an optimal
choice for the critical speed.

2. The errors tend to be inversely proportional to
the width of the localizing window. It should be
kept in mind, however that the window width is
taken to be too large, the speed of real motion may
be seriously underestimated as well as the spatial
resolution of the velocity field is degraded. In our
case, a value in the range from 10 to 20 pixels
appears to be an optimal choice for the FWHM of
the window.

3. The errors also tend to be decrease with the
time interval taken between two successive images,
roughly being inversely proportional to the square
root of it. A too short time interval may result
in a slight underestimate of the speed while a too
long time interval may be subject to serious errors
because of the decrease of the cross-correlation be-
tween the two images as well as to the degradation
of temporal resolution.

4. The errors tend to be inversely proportional to
the signal-to-noise ratio of the feature. With the
choice of vcrit = 2 pixel/step, and the window
FWHM of 16 pixels, and the time interval of 2
minutes, we find that the errors are around 0.04
pixel/step in high signal-to-noise ratio features
(S/N ∼ 10), and around 0.1 pixel/step in low
signa-to-noise ratio features (S/N ∼ 3).

The general conclusion we can draw from our results
is that the optical flow technique we used best works
when tractable features are clearly identified in a time
series of images, which is not surprising at all. If there
are no discernable features, there is no way to infer the
velocity at all. Definitely images of higher signal-to-
noise ratio with a large window will display more of
such discernable features. Too strong subsonic filtering
is not recommended since it may wash out some of faint
real features.
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